Hanne Westergaard: A Sergel on the Skaw
In the home o f the painters Michael and Anna Ancher on the Skaw,
there were many drawings by the Golden Age painter Wilhelm Mar
strand (1810-1873). His illustrations for Ludvig Holberg’s comedies
became for Danes the quintessence o f Ludvig Holberg.
Also hanging in the Anchers’ home - in a place o f honour - was
the drawing discussed in the article. It is unsigned, and consists of
two right profiles o f a thickset man with glasses and a pigtail. It was
drawn with pen and brown ink, and lightly washed with grey.
Shortly after 1928, in an inventory o f the Anchers’ private art collec
tion, the Marstrand expert par excellence Karl Madsen identified it as
a drawing by Marstrand.
In connection with the conversion o f the collection into a museum
in the years following 1964, Jan Zibrandtsen saw the drawing and
compared it with Karl Madsen’s ascription, which latter surprised
him. It appeared to him to be by the Swedish sculptor Johan Tobias
Sergel (1740-1814). In 1979 Zibrandtsen had the opportunity o f tak
ing the drawing to Stockholm, where U lf Cederlöf at the National
Museum was immediately able to confirm his suspicions. The draw
ing is by Sergel, and portrays his good friend Ehrensvärd. It is from
1796 and was brought to Copenhagen early in the winter o f 1797
and presented to Sergei’s other good friend, the painter N. A. Abild
gaard. Either at the auction in 1818 following the latter’s death or
that o f his widow in 1850, it was sold. Thereafter nothing is re
corded.
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But how could Karl Madsen and the Anchers be so utterly wrong
about the drawing, which does not in the least resemble Marstrand’s
style? Perhaps because the costume had something to do with the
Holberg period —and this was especially obvious around 1900, when
the great Danish Holberg actor, Olaf Poulsen, restyled some o f the
most important Holberg figures as regards their costumes and
masks, precisely on the basis o f Marstrand’s illustrations. Cause and
effect became interchanged. From the drawing’s incredibly vital fig
ure, whose physiognomy resembles that of Olaf Poulsen, one de
duced backwards that it must have been by Marstrand. Ergo.

Crete Zahle: A Picture Caption for a Double Portrait
The painter Jørgen Sonne was commissioned to do the mural decorations for the building which Gottlieb Bindesbøll had created as a
museum for Thorvaldsen’s works and collections.
Sonne chose, probably together with Bindesbøll, to present in par
allel two major events on each of the building’s long sides.
These murals are linked on the eastern end wall by an almost
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abstract presentation of the frigate Rota, which brought Thorvald
sen home from Italy.
The northern wall presents, as in a film or a comic strip, the happy
day when Denmark’s great sculptor landed in Copenhagen greeted enthusiastically from innumerable boats, filled with Den
mark’s artistic and cultural elite.
T he southern wall shows the transporting o f the priceless sculp
tures and other works o f art, the sculptor’s gift to his homeland.
Beside the entrance to the museum on this wall is a full-length dou
ble portrait o f the painter Jørgen Roed and his wife Emilie, née
Kruse.
This double portrait is the subject o f the article. There are littleknown letters concerned with the two which tell about their lives,
and especially about Emilie’s personality and ideas.
It was an innovation to make portraits of living people in the way
chosen by Sonne. With few strokes and colours, he creates a poign
ant depiction o f his two close friends, the Roeds.

